Danish Cultural Institute
in cooperation with

KVUC – Copenhagen Centre for Adult Education

Danish Language Course for Foreign University Students
11 July –31 July 2018 in the centre of Copenhagen
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Learning objectives

• To meet the students on the level they are and help them develop
their Danish language skills
• To help beginners acquire a survival Danish
• To challenge medium and advanced students to improve their
Danish
• To improve grammar and pronunciation, oral and writing skills
• To give the students an overall understanding of Danish culture in
a contemporary and historical perspective
• To make the students comfortable with being on their own in
Denmark
• To give the students challenging cultural experiences
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Program structure
Morning assembly and morning song

WEEKDAYS
9:15-12:45
Teaching and learning with highly
experienced and enthusiastic
Danish instructors:
Communication exercises
Grammar
Pronunciation
Essays and oral presentations
Your personal stories in Danish
Danish songs and rhymes
Reading texts. Translation and
Essay writing
Interviewing Danes
Comparing Danish culture with
the participants’ backgrounds
Audio-files for training

WEEKDAYS
13:30-16
Cultural events with a Danish
guide
The Danish Parliament,
Christiania
Historical and contemporary
walking tours
Canal tour
Louisiana Museum of Modern
Art
Concert House or the Opera
Danish National Gallery
The National Museum
Danish institutions
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How to apply

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The application period runs from 16th January to 1st March.
Read all information carefully
Complete the application form on the computer together with your
motivation. (Handwriting not accepted).
Mail the application to Merete Agger: ma@danishculture.com before
1st March, 2018, at 23:59 CET. Applications after deadline will not be
considered
The outcome of your application will be mailed in April 2017.
The course is free of charge.
With the acceptance follows a scholarship as a supplement to food and
accommodation.
A list of various accommodation options including a number of double
rooms at a student hotel (July 10 - August 1) at favorable price will be
sent by mail together with letter of acceptance and programme.
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How do we prioritize

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age of students between 19 – 35 years
Students at Bachelor‘s or Master’s level
Students with family ties in Denmark
Country and cultural diversity
Students who study Danish or Danish culture
Students going to study in Denmark under the Erasmus+ Programme
Students who plan to study in Denmark
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Special information
•
•
•
•
•

The scholarship is DKK 5000
Please note that lunch, tea, coffee and fruit will be provided for the
students at KVUC at a price of DKK 750. The amount will be deducted
from the scholarship of DKK 5000
The money will be handed out on the first day of the course, 11th July
Organizing institution: www.danishculture.com and www.kvuc.dk
The course is offered in cooperation with The Ministry of Higher
Education and Science under the Cultural Agreement’s Act:
http://ufm.dk/en/education-and-institutions/programmes-supportingcooperation-and-mobility/the-cultural-agreementsprogramme/danish-summer-language-scholarships
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